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Brentano Adds Sunbrella® Contract to Textile Line
New outdoor, ACT Facts Silver upholstery fabrics part of the spring Studio collection


Indoor/outdoor upholstery fabric Majalis (67% Sunbrella solution-dyed acrylic and 33% Sunbrella solution-dyed polyester) channels the Asiri women of Saudi Arabia whose vivid frescos wrap entire rooms in colorful geometric motifs. Like these traditional paintings, Majalis’ seven spicy colorways express eclectic individuality in a 17-plus-inch vertical repeat of patterned stripes.

Both Majalis and its textural complement Numayla (79% Sunbrella solution-dyed acrylic, 33% Sunbrella solution-dyed recycled acrylic and 1% other fibers for a heathered look) exhibit extreme lightfastness, are stain resistant, bleach cleanable and pass 50,000 double rubs (Wyzenbeek, Cotton Duck) for heavy-duty residential, hospitality and contract performance.

Sunbrella® Contract is a registered trademark of Glen Raven, Inc.
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